
Before joining the Logos Hope in Hong Kong, we had 
extensive ministry in Taiwan, including giving the 
closing message at the tri-annual Chinese Symposium.

The Logos Hope visit to Sihanoukville, Cambodia, 
provided many opportunities for sharing the gospel 
both on board and on shore.

Our first visit to Brazil revealed a vibrant, growing and 
responsive church which is increasingly sending its 
people to the ends of the earth.                                                                       
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A week spent with the Open Air Mission in London 
again revealed that westerners are generally more 
closed to the gospel than those from overseas.   

Fifty meetings and lectures during ten days in Serbia 
included a visit to the drug rehab unit in Novi Sad, which 
is always a blessing and an encouragement.

Gareth spent an intense ten days ministering in 
Pietermaritzburg & Durban.  This included making six 
radio broadcasts just before he flew home.                                                                                       
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A visit to speak at two isolated camps in 
Greenland showed a nation of staggering 
beauty but with major social & spiritual needs.                                                                             

OM's 'Transformation' in Kumasi, Ghana was an 
important conference. Together with other 
speakers, Gareth ministered daily to 150 leaders.

After preaching to hundreds in India, Gareth 
preached to thousands in Nigeria, indicative of the 
fact that significant church growth is now generally 
found outside the West.                                                                                            
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We spent Christmas and the New Year onboard 
Logos Hope ministering to the ship's company as 
well as local believers onboard and onshore in 
Ras al Khaimah, UAE and Galle, Sri Lanka.

'Keswick in the Borders' in Scotland gave the 
opportunity to give Bible readings during a 
weekend of ministry with OM Scotland. 

Our 6th  annual visit to Italy gave us open doors for 
ministry in churches and  also the chance to lead 
several joint mission prayer meetings for the nations.                                                                                                                      
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